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At My Desk
Who’s had enough of
the
so-called
Global
Financial Crisis? Many
keen observers suggest
the crisis began in
March 2008, but others
feel more comfortable
with the
official start
date of September 15,
2008 (“Black Monday”),
it being the date that
the financial services
firm Lehman Brothers
Holdings Inc., filed for
bankruptcy protection.
It was that event that
precipitated the downward cycle worldwide.
This edition of THE
A.I.P.R. NEWS features
an essay by AIPR Certificate in Parapsychology
course
student,
Louise Chalmers. I was
intrigued by her mention of an alleged stockmarket crash that had
been predicted for the
Fall of 2008 based on a
number of astrological
forecasts. If, as claimed,
a psi component is involved in astrology, we
may have to concede
that many an astrologer
draws on their psi skills
to help them in their
challenging work. That
being said, astrologers
can still make rational
(i.e., normal) forecasts
based on readily observable current events, just
as many budding and
seasoned financial dynamos saw the writing on
the wall months earlier
in regard to the crisis
we’re now facing. However, even though both
depend on numbers and
charts, astrologers and
market traders get it
wrong too. So my question is: In our current
financial climate, who
would you trust, an
astrologer or a stockbroker? I mean, if you
had to choose . . .
* * *

Got something to say
about parapsychology or
the paranormal? Submit
your contribution to:
Dr. Lance Storm,
School of Psychology,
University of Adelaide,
SA 5005

or e-mail me at:
aiprinc@yahoo.com

Enjoy this edition of The
A.I.P.R. News!
—Lance Storm
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Another relevant issue is the
claim that help is given to
astrologers from spirit guides.
This is explained as seeing the
horoscope or birth chart of an
individual as a mandala or
magical diagram, and planets
as really being spirit energies
guiding the astrologer to know
or sense the required information.13 Astrologers describe an
aspect of the chart as jumping
out at them, and astrologers
have sometimes dedicated
books they have authored to
their spirit guides.14 No evidence for these claims has
been found as yet, and the
discrimination between spirit
guides and psi may be fuzzy,
or as Dean and
related to Kelly put it,
spirits could be
psi in disguise.
Astrologers tend to rely on
experience or personal validation as opposed to understanding found through studies.15
Henry Weingarten, the financial astrologer, admits he does
not know how it works, yet he
believes it does and time and
time again he has accurately
predicted market crashes
around the world with a high
degree of accuracy.16 The
problem with astrologer’s
reliance on experience is that
it is from experience that hidden persuaders can operate.17
Rudolf Smit, the founder of
the website: www.astrologyand-science.com, is no longer
a professional astrologer, but
he does still do readings with
the premise that he is offering
“a Grand Illusion” and “if it is
helpful, it is not because astrology itself is helpful, but
because astrology sets a scene
that helps me to be helpful.”
Ertel also suggests that paranormal activity may be present in astrology.18 In his article he examines Arno Muller’s research on the Gauquelin data which included a finding correlating early childhood death and the position of
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Astrology and Psi (cont’d from page 2)
Saturn at birth. Ertel eloquently questions how the
future can be ascertained by
the time of birth when he asks
“whose mind . . . might predict or ‘pre-feel’ or ‘preconceive’ a child’s future
professional success or a
child’s early death? No human
mind would have such superhuman power.”19
In light of the discussed research, it would be naive to
state that the astrological findings have no implications for
science. Indeed, if anything,
further scientific research into
the Gauquelin data—although
not strictly astrology—could
prove the planetary bodies
have more significance in the
lives of humans on Earth today. Even so, the practical
applications of this knowledge
may be limited, as part of the
great mystery of life is the
unexpected joys and sorrows

the future may hold.

Ψ
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The Australian Institute of Parapsychological Research is a non-profit community association. Based in
Sydney but with a world-wide membership base, it was established in 1977. The aims of the organisation
are:

•

To collect, assess and disseminate factual information about claims of psychic (paranormal)
phenomena.

•
•

To support and encourage parapsychology (the scientific study of paranormal phenomena).
To undertake or promote activities (e.g., fundraising, social activities, etc.) in support of the above.

Looking for information on the paranormal? The AIPR has fact sheets on:

The Australian Journal of
Parapsychology features
research articles on ESP
(extra-sensory perception), PK (psychokinesis),
and the afterlife.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Psychic and mystical experiences of the aborigines
Psychic and psycho-spiritual development
Healing
Mystical experiences
Apparitions, ghosts and hauntings
Out of body experiences
Near-death experiences
The human aura
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The Weird and the Wonderful by Hannah Jenkins
Psi, PR, and a New Year’s
Resolution
Psi has some serious PR
challenges—we’re scoffed at
by skeptics, lumped in with
New-Agers, and barred from
publishing in journals by
ignorant gate-keepers.
It seems that the best and
brightest in the field are constantly on the back foot defending their work from opinionated skeptics in the mainstream press. Just recently,
for instance, Rupert Sheldrake had to send in a response to a piece in the
Guardian1 written by Adam
Rutherford of the famously
gated anti-psi community at
Nature.2 The original article
was a review of Rupert Sheldrake’s book3—it was scathing and unfounded. Rupert
Sheldrake’s response was as
eloquent, thoughtful and reasonable as ever. I admire his
patience.
But why, we must ask ourselves, does the press so often
favour the skeptical point of

view. Irrational scientistic
skepticism continues to dominate the voices of reasoned
research into the topic. More
importantly, what must we
do?
Perhaps at the nub of the
issue is that, when it comes to
PR, the skeptics go where
most psi researchers fear to
tread. For instance, the vocal
skeptic Susan Blackmore has
appeared on the ‘reality’ TV
show Big Brother,4 not just
once, but numerous times.
Would we? And her CV lists
countless more TV and radio
appearances than research
grants.5 The energy she puts
into PR pays off though.
She’s also gone where we
apparently haven’t been invited—to do a TED talk.6
Why her, and not Dean Radin
or the like?
Do we need professional
help? A make-over for the
discipline? I can see the reality show now: from the Cinderella of the Sciences to
Queen of the Campus. I jest,
of course.

But perhaps we do need to
rethink our approach to how
the discipline is represented
in the media and create our
own bank of productions.
Shows or documentaries that
are well-produced and present the fascinating story of
the study of psi with thoughtfulness, integrity and humour.
We need to stop relying on
Discovery Channel or Horizon documentaries vainly
hoping that this time they’ll
give us a fair run and make us
look good.
Psi research has an amazing
story to tell; there’s a history
filled with brave and curious
people working on areas in
science that will impact
greatly on how we live in the
future.
And there’s huge
public interest in this area.
The public deserve more than
trashy misguided documentaries like Enemies of Reason
that give dogmatic muddled
opinions, or conflate the supernatural with the paranormal.
So, I’ve made a New Year’s

resolution: I am going to try
to turn my radio show, the
Edge of Reason,7 into a TV
show. I want to create a platform that gives psi researchers a voice, and shows how
we are genuinely more sceptical than the skeptics. And we
can have fun to boot.
Stay tuned . . .
Ψ
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